
Progress and challenges in the volcanic area:

Volcanoes are a complex system: multi-parameter and very 
challenging to understand  

- Earthquakes on volcanoes themselves (many types)
- Gas output
- Steam output
- Deformation of the edifice
- Magma -> lava output
- Hot ash & rock blasts
⇒ Multi-hazard

- ‘Time’ is a key component in crisis 
management; risk to health, agriculture, 
buildings, infrastructure.

- ‘Space’: knowing the volcanoes’
location not always an advantage for 
risk managers



Because the volcano system is multi-parameter/ multi-component:

Requires multi-disciplinary teams (FOR HAZARD FORECASTING):
- Seismologists
- Geochemists (gas & fluids)
- Geologists
- Geodesists (deformation)
- Modellers (especially Computational Scientists)
- Instrument/Sensor developers

Output from that team is input to (FOR RISK MANAGEMENT): 
- Engineers 
- Sociologists
- Economists

The need for multi-disciplinary teams has been recognised by the 
commission 
Significant progress has been make…



Fluid Conduit

Phase Separation –relative density 5:1

Elastic Solid

Elastic Solid radiating energy: displacement magnitude

Some research-driven progress over past 5 years:

Seismic signal modelling (VOLUME PROJECT) …



Simulated wave propagation on Mt Etna (VOLUME PROJECT)



The Scanning Mini-DOAS instrument

Instrument development for gas (SO2 ) monitoring; NOVAC project
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NOVAC project Volcanoes

48 instruments installed on 18 volcanoes



MIAVITA Project
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How can scientists properly ‘inform’ risk managers… ? 

Hazard forecasting Crisis management

- Types of events;

- Timing of events

- Frequency & intensity of   
events;

- That is: When & What

- Preparedness

- Risk mitigation 



Where are we with volcanoes in terms of Hazard estimation ?

- We now understand the phenomena (e.g. increased seismicity, increased  
gas output … )

- We do NOT yet understand the detailed processes leading to the signals 
we measure (why?:  Data? Models? Technology?) 

Hence:

- Currently scientists inform risk managers in a phenomenological way

- This is ok, so long as we ‘know our volcano’

- Challenge for future: better understanding of volcano process 

Understanding process ??

Recognising phenomena

Hazard estimation Risk/Crisis mgnt



Better data (VOLUME Project)

Mt Etna detailed experiment:

50 seismic stations in total;
30 in summit area;



Need Two Parallel streams:

1. Further develop risk management strategies and 
vulnerability from hazard information.  

2. Improve hazard estimates. 

Grand Challenge in volcano studies: the field Volcano Lab.
- Window of opportunity

- Think boldly

- Intelligent sensing networks, high-end computation, IT &

communications infrastructure exists 

- Order of magnitude+  change in data coverage

- One/two volcano sites worldwide

- Link with controlled physical laboratory experiments

- Requires ‘mindset shift’ in data sharing & genuine collaboration
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